August 2018 NEWSLETTER
LIFTING

Don’t forget
to protect
your back!
Two men lifts
still need to
be done the
right way
Safety Data Sheets..
Ya know the information
about the stuff that could
hurt you, the information
that any Emergency
service or First aider
needs to treat you if you get something nasty in
your eyes, or on your skin or stupid enough to
drink it etc etc ..Please be sure if you order or
receive goods that have an MSDS attached that
you pass it on to Gavin, or if it doesn't have one
then please ask that the supplier provide, it’s
the law.
Don’t want to find them laying around… they all
need to be included in register and be on hand
if at the place the substance is.
Thanks in advance..

THE LADS DRIVER TRAINING FACILITY

Was great to be involved in seeing the final
stages of the Southern Cross LADS driver
facility get completed, a great non-for-profit
organisation in honour of four young boys
who lost their lives on our roads, the driver
education training programs will be a literal
life saver, an extra thanks to Longy for doing
such a great job representing Morgans……..
If you have access check him, and the brilliant work
getting done up there, on the great video they put
together on their Facebook Page.

Not many of you out there would have been
around in the days old Hoady worked for
J&R Morgans but if you were and want to
have a farewell beer for his passing there will
be a wake on Friday afternoon at the Slippy.
You may have heard on the grapevine that one of our sites got robbed,
we lost over Ten thousands dollars
worth of tools etc. yeh sucks, Looks
like the robbers were well equipped
for the job and not much could have
stopped them but please be vigilant
at checking our sites, tools, plant,
cars, and the contents of all of the
above are kept safely locked away..
If anyone's got any ideas about how
to keep our stuff more secure than
they are feel free to send them our

Birthdays and Birth-Days
in August
Still waiting for the August
delivery of Josh and Hamish’s
babies.. Massive congratulations for their arrival!!
Couple of old guys to say
happy birthday to…
Keean on the 19th
Mick Haley both on the 25th.
Denis Hartley on The 26th :)

